I. INTRODUCTION During recent years, heightened standards for board audit committee membership have been imposed by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), and others.' In addition to the mandate that the committee members must be independent, a requirement that the chairperson be a financial expert has been imposed. 2 Who then qualifies as a financial expert? Does supervisory experience over the accounting function, e.g. CEO experience, really provide a sufficient understanding of accounting theory and practice for qualification as an audit committee financial expert (ACFE)? This is a fact-dependent, practical question that must be answered by every board, governance and nominating committee, and audit committee member. My goal here is to examine the technical requirements imposed by law and regulation and to present thoughts as to best practice.
1I. ROLE OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE
The audit committee serves as corporate governance gatekeeper to the corporation's financial reporting. In his excellent landmark article on corporate disclosure, Professor Henry T. C. Hu observes that " [a] ccounting conventions and the particular accounting judgments a corporation makes will significantly affect the depictions of reality found in the corporation's financial statements." 3 To the extent that "such conventions and judgments result in depictions that depart from the true economic state of affairs, and the investor is unable to reverse [Vol. 11:205 engineer his way to the objective reality, a serious disclosure problem arises." 4
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A. Financial Complexity Increases
During recent years, as demonstrated by the 2008-2009 global financial crisis, growth in technological capabilities and quantum advances in internet and computer technologies have changed the focus of risk governance. Accordingly, " [m] odern financial innovation has resulted in objective realities that are far more complex than in the past, often beyond the capacity of the English language, accounting terminology, visual display, risk measurement, and other tools on which all depictions must primarily rely." 5 Professor Hu, the SEC's inaugural Director of the Division of Risk, Strategy, and Financial Innovation (2009-2011) , uses JPMorgan Chase's April 2012 derivatives problem as an example:
[Sluch characteristics can be so complex that even "objective reality" is subject to multiple meanings. Given such rudimentary tools and such complex realities, the depictions may offer little more than shadowy, gross outlines of the objective reality, however that reality might be conceived.
... [E]ven a well-intentioned [issuer] either may not truly under-
stand or may not function as if he understands the reality he is charged with depicting. ... Such [an issuer's] activities may be too complex relative to existing depiction tools, and the activities and the organization of the [issuer] itself may be so complex that the [issuer] may suffer from both true misunderstandings and functional misunderstandings of the objective reality it is in. 6 What impact do increased technological complexity and newlyminted financial instruments (intended to mitigate risk by hedging) have on audit committee composition and requisite skills and experience? How do these needs and the demands of effective information technology governance impact requirements for an audit committee's financial expert(s)? I attempt to address these issues and other considerations.
B. Role of the External Audit
Dennis Beresford says, "I believe [the external audit] is an integral part of the system that shareholders and our overall capital markets 4. Id.
Id. at 1602.
Id.
heavily rely on." 7 Moreover, "Much of our democratic system is built on checks and balances or 'trust but verify,' and the role of the external audit brings an independent point of view to financial reporting that helps make our public markets continue to be arguably the most credible in the world." 8 He continues:
I think it is also important to note that independence, objectivity, and skepticism are qualities that audit committee members insist upon in Chief Financial Officers, Controllers, Chief Accounting Officers, Chief Audit Executives, and other senior finance leaders with whom they work directly. Obviously, these terms would not be applied in exactly the same way as for external auditors. A CFO, for example, receives compensation from the company and wouldn't meet an external auditor's definition of independence. However, the audit committee expects that the CFO's communications to them are independent of his/her personal interests in the company or responsibilities to the CEO, for example. Providing incomplete or incorrect information to the audit committee, or worse yet, withholding information, would be grounds for dismissal for a CFO. 9
C. Audit Committee Mandate
While accounting and financial statement presentation may constitute the language of business, it is the board's audit committee that serves as the frontline integrity gatekeeper to the company's financial statements. In its most recent Principles of Corporate Governance, 10 the Business Roundtable's Fourth Principle states that management is responsible "under the oversight of the audit committee and the board, to produce financial statements that fairly present the financial condition and results of operations of the corporation and to make the timely disclosures investors need to assess the financial and business soundness and risks of the corporation."" 1 In its Fifth Principle, it states that the board is responsible, "through its audit committee, to Sch. of Accounting at the Univ. of Ga., to the Office of the Sec'y of the PCAOB, 4 (Oct. 11, 2011), available at http://pcaobus.org/Rules/Rulemaking/Docket037/029_Dennis-R_Beresford.
pdf; see also Ronald C. Anderson et al., Board Characteristics, Accounting Report Integrity, and 
D. Chronology
It now seems difficult to believe that the presence and stature of the formalized board audit committee have evolved so much over a relatively few years. During the "early 1900s, no authoritative accounting or auditing standards existed, and auditors wrote narrative audit reports (free-form) for every company."' 3 "By the early 1920s, the narrative auditor's report was reduced to one paragraph in length and was referred to as an audit of the accounts and records whereby the independent auditor would certify the balance sheet as being correct." 14 Moreover:
The auditor's report of 1934 was "the first report to have required as opposed to suggested report wording. The AIA formally adopted the GAAS standards in 1948, which resulted in several revisions to the auditor's report. In 1979, based on recommendations from the Commission on Auditor's Responsibilities ("Cohen Commission"), the AICPA's Auditing Standards Board ("ASB") analyzed the standard auditor's report and concluded that "a substantial departure from the existing report, as suggested by [the Cohen Commission] was not needed." The Cohen Commission had specifically recommended expanding the auditor's report to include a discussion about four distinct areas: (1) financial statements, (2) other financial information (unaudited), (3) internal control, and (4) other matters (such as the company's policy statement on employee conduct and meetings with the audit committee). The Cohen Commission also recommended the audi- 
1990)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
tor describe those areas using a series of standardized alternative phrases or paragraphs.' 5
As recently as thirty-something years ago, the audit committee was in its infancy.16 Professor James D. Cox states, "Through most of the 1960s few companies had outside directors; the prevalence of outside directors spread with the corporate governance movement of the 1970s so that having a majority of a public corporation's board be independent became something of a norm by the 1990s."17 During the 1980s, crisis brought regulation and a call for reforms. The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) reports that "[a]s a result of congressional hearings leading up to, and recommendations from, the National Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting ("Treadway Commission"), a new paragraph, now commonly referred to as the 'scope paragraph' was added to the auditor's report in the 1980s."18 The PCAOB continues:
The scope paragraph states the respective responsibilities of management and the independent auditor, describes the work performed by the auditor, and indicates that sufficient evidence is gathered to provide a reasonable basis for the auditor's opinion. There have been no substantial changes to the required wording of the standard auditor's report since the addition of the scope paragraph. 19
A study of 850 announcements of newly appointed outside directors to audit committees during the period 1993-2002, before implementation of Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), found "a significant and positive market reaction to the announcement of new directors with accounting financial expertise but no significant reaction to the announcement of either nonaccounting financial experts or nonfinancial experts." 20 Moreover:
15. Id. at apps. A-1 to A-3 (footnotes omitted). accounting-based financial skills, but not broader financial skills, improving the quality of the financial reporting environment. Furthermore, by finding that the market reaction is confined to firms with strong corporate governance, our results are also consistent with financial expertise complementing strong governance .... 21 Just a few years before SOX, SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt "identified problems regarding audit committee effectiveness." 2 2 As a result, the NYSE and National Association of Securities Dealers jointly established the Blue Ribbon Committee (BRC) on Audit Committee Effectiveness in September 1998.23 Murphy Smith found that "implementation of the BRC recommendations have improved audit committee effectiveness."
See generally
24 Audit committees were found to be "more likely to more seriously monitor management when they are actively involved with reviews, meetings with internal and external auditors, and when they are independent. Increasing the frequency of audit committee meetings, the subject of [Smith's] respect to independent directors, but also with the recent enactment of SOX, which is the first step toward the federalization of corporate governance norms for outside directors." 28 SOX legislation also resulted in the strengthening of audit committee membership requirements of independence and heightened qualifications. Professors Geoffrey C. Hazard and Edward B. Rock state that SOX "is important not because it invents the role of independent director, but because it makes a variety of corporate functions mandatory and vastly increases their legal complexity, and consequently enhances the requirements of corporate judgment that can withstand question or challenge."
29 Under SOX, it is the audit committee, according to Hazard and Rock, which is subject to the most significant change. 30 The changes are as follows:
* The Audit Committee of a corporation subject to the new regime will be comprised solely of independent directors. Moreover, the company must disclose whether at least one of the members of the Audit Committee is a "financial expert" and if not, why not. * The Audit Committee statutorily will be "directly responsible for the appointment, compensation, and oversight of the work of any registered public accounting firm employed by that issuer (including resolution of disagreements between management and the auditor regarding financial reporting) for the purpose of preparing or issuing an audit report or related work, and each such registered public accounting firm shall report directly to the audit committee." * The Audit Committee will have to "establish procedures for-(A) the receipt, retention, and treatment of complaints received by the issuer regarding accounting, internal accounting controls, or auditing matters; and (B) the confidential, anonymous submission by employees of the issuer of concerns regarding questionable accounting or auditing matters." * The Audit Committee will have to pre-approve audit and permissible non-audit services. * The Audit Committee must have a "charter that addresses a list" of specified duties, responsibilities and purposes, one of which must be to "assist board oversight of (1) the integrity of the com-28. Cox, supra note 17, at 1078. "With respect to federalization of corporate governance, consider section 301 of the Act which calls for an independent audit committee, specifies duties for the audit committee, notably the appointment, compensation and termination of the firm's outside accountant and requires that the audit committee have resources to engage such experts as it needs to discharge its duties." Id. at 1078 n.4.
29. * Part of the Audit Committee's responsibility is to monitor and ensure that the audit engagement team not overstay its permissible term. The term limit is five years on, five years off for the audit partner, and no member of the audit team may accept a financial reporting job with the issuer without first observing a one year cooling off period. * The Audit Committee must also monitor audit partner compensation to ensure that the audit partner does not get paid based on non-audit services provided to the issuer. * The Audit Committee will have the authority to engage independent counsel and other advisers it deems necessary, at company expense. 3 '
Moreover, SOX "may require the audit committee to be in regular, sometimes continuous, communication with the outside auditors, and members may expect the committee to be at times as a practical matter in continuous session." 32 As Hazard and Rock observe:
[A]dditional duties devolve on the Audit Committee as derivative from the increased obligations on other actors. Thus, for example, the CEO and CFO must certify that they have disclosed to the Audit Committee (A) all significant deficiencies in the design or operation of internal controls which could adversely affect the issuer's ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data and . . . (B) any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the issuer's internal controls.
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Lawrence E. Mitchell observes that SOX "makes three specific changes in the way we think about corporate governance: first, it brings into the realm of internal governance the gatekeepers that once stood outside the box, including auditors, analysts and lawyers." 34 Second, Mitchell writes that "it significantly enhances the legal status of, and centrality of corporate governance to, the chief executive officer and the audit committee, two constituents that have received very little recognition in the law and its literature." 3 5 Third, Mitchell states:
[B]oth in doing this and in other respects (like the prohibition of loans to officers and certain other conflict of interest transactions), it federalizes an important dimension of the internal laws of corpo- 
Id.
rate governance, creating a new (albeit arguably narrow) duty of care for the CEO and audit committee and reintroducing serious prohibitions on conflict of interest transactions that have eroded to nothingness in the hands of the Delaware judiciary and legislature.
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F. Charter Requirement
We have already seen that the audit committee must have a "charter that addresses a list of specified duties, responsibilities and purposes, one of which must be to assist board oversight of (1) the integrity of the company's financial statements . . . [and] (2) the company's compliance with legal and regulatory requirements." 3 7 Section 121B of the American Stock Exchange Company Guide specifies the following requirements for an audit committee charter:
Each [I]issuer must certify that it has adopted a formal written audit committee charter and that the [A]audit [C]committee has reviewed and reassessed the adequacy of the formal written charter on an annual basis. The charter must specify the following:
[(i)](a) the scope of the audit committee's responsibilities, and how it carries out those responsibilities, including structure, processes, and membership requirements;
[ (ii)](b) the audit committee's responsibility for ensuring its receipt from the outside auditors of a formal written statement delineating all relationships between the auditor and the [company] issuer, consistent with Independence Standards Board Standard 1, and the audit committee's responsibility for actively engaging in a dialogue with the auditor with respect to any disclosed relationships or services that may impact the objectivity and independence of the auditor and for taking, or recommending that the full board take, appropriate action to oversee the independence of the outside auditor; [and] [ (iii) 
III. THE "INDEPENDENCE" REQUIREMENTS
The audit committee's role in monitoring and avoiding conflicts of interest and independence is provided by Title II of SOX.39 Lawrence E. Mitchell observes, " [M] ost interesting for the link between accounting reform and the federalization of corporate governance is the manner in which Title III, the Corporate Responsibility portion of the Act, links accounting reform with the internal affairs of the corporation." 40 He states:
[E]very listed corporation is required either to have an audit committee composed solely of independent directors or to treat the board as a whole as the audit committee. Two things about the corporate governance aspect of this requirement are notable. First, the Act specifies not only the composition of the audit committee but also the procedures by which the audit committee is to operate, requiring each corporation to provide "appropriate funding" for its audit committee and requiring that the audit committee establish procedures for "the receipt, retention, and treatment of complaints received by the issuer regarding accounting, internal accounting controls, or auditing matters; and the confidential, anonymous submission by employees of the issuer of concerns regarding questionable accounting or auditing matters." While the Act does not specify the exact procedures the audit committee is to adopt, the fact that it specifies the nature of the procedures, including the very substantive one of establishing whistle-blowing chains, goes far toward setting a standard of care that seems already to be substantially in excess of that required generally by state corporate law. Moreover, the Act not only requires that the audit committee consist of independent directors, but it also defines the meaning of independence, a definition heretofore left to state law, and in a more rigorous way than does, for example, Delaware or New York. The Act defines "independent" as a director who may not "accept any consulting, advisory, or other compensatory fee from the issuer; or be an affiliated person of the issuer or any subsidiary thereof." Both Delaware and New York, at least for some purposes (derivative suit dismissal, for example) have less stringent requirements for independence. In this respect, the Act can be said to have established a higher duty of loyalty for public corporations than currently exists under state law. At a minimum, it federalizes the definition of independent director for general purposes. 4 ment." 42 The SEC received many comments from the public opposed to this disclosure requirement "as unnecessary, noting that Section 301 of [SOX] mandates the [SEC] to direct the self-regulatory organizations to prohibit the listing of any company that does not require all of its audit committee members to be independent." 4 3 The SEC observed, however, that "not all Exchange Act reporting companies are listed on a national securities exchange or association."44 The SEC explained, "We believe that investors in these companies would be interested in knowing whether the [ACFE] is independent of management. Therefore, the final rules require a company to disclose whether the person or persons identified as the [ACFE] is independent of management." 45 The proposing release also defined "independent" by reference to section 1OA(m)(3) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Exchange Act). 46 The SEC received several comments concerned "that this ref-
erence may cause some confusion because the securities laws include different definitions of the term 'affiliated,' which is part of the definition used in [s]ection 1OA(m)(3). Therefore, to provide clarity, the final rules refer to the definition of 'independent' used in Item 7(d)(3)(iv) of Schedule 14A." 47 Therefore, the SEC believes this revision ensures the consistent use of the term "independent."
The concept of actual and true independence is still argued. For example, Professors Carcello, Neal, Palmrose, and Scholtz remark that these various regulatory attempts to require independence fail to "consider the CEO's myriad personal connections. So, the CEO's influence can still be exerted through directors who appear independent, but are not independent in fact, if such directors can obtain board membership. One way for this to occur is through CEO involvement in the board selection process." 48 
A. NYSE Requirements
The NYSE rules require that the company have a majority of independent directors. The rules provide that no director will qualify as "independent" unless the board affirmatively determines that the director has no material relationship with the company and its subsidiaries, either directly or as a partner, shareholder or officer of an organization that has a relationship with the company. In evaluating each director's independence, the board considers the NYSE rules as well as all facts and circumstances deemed relevant.
The board, in its business judgment, must determine if the audit committee members are independent, as required by applicable listing standards of the NYSE governing the qualifications of the members of audit committees, including the requirements of the Exchange Act. The function of the audit committee is to assist the board in fulfilling its responsibility to oversee (1) management's conduct of the company's financial reporting process (including management's development and maintenance of systems of internal accounting and financial controls), (2) the integrity of the company's financial statements, (3) the company's compliance with legal and regulatory requirements and ethical standards, (4) the qualifications and independence of the company's outside auditors, and (5) the performance of the company's internal audit function and the outside auditors; and to prepare the audit committee report required by the rules of the SEC to be included in the company's annual proxy statement.
B. Qualification Questionnaire Process
Section 303A.02 (Independence Tests) of the NYSE Listed Company Manual outlines the requirements for a director to be deemed independent by the NYSE, including the mandate that any board affirmatively determine that a director has no material relationship with the company that would impair independence. To assist in ascertaining the independence of board members, each board member typically completes a qualification questionnaire. Board members are asked to verify biographical information, service on other company boards and committees, and attendance history at board and committee meetings. They are also asked to affirm compliance with all of the independence standards set forth in the NYSE Listed Company Manual and Company Board of Directors' Guidelines. Further, board members are asked to verify their future interest in serving on the board and their availability and capability to serve, as well as confirm they meet additional qualifications required for continued service, as outlined in its Board of Directors' Guidelines. 50 After receipt of all completed qualification questionnaires, typically the governance and nomination committee members receive a copy of each questionnaire, along with information regarding each board member's ownership in company equity securities. At the conclusion of this process, the board will affirmatively determine that no director, with the exception of a CEO or other employee or family member who is also a director, has a material relationship with the company that would impair her independence and that each director meets all of the independence requirements set forth in the NYSE Listed Company Manual and Board of Directors' Guidelines. Having completed this process, the company is in the position to attest that its board is comprised of a majority of independent directors, as required in section 303A.01 (Independent Directors Section) of the NYSE Listed Company Manual.
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C. NASDAQ Listing Standards: Director Independence
The NASDAQ Stock Market's listing standards have required that a majority of the members of a board must qualify as independent, as affirmatively determined by the full board. Company corporate governance guidelines may impose additional independence criteria and state that board membership will be predominantly non-employee directors who, at a minimum, meet the criteria for independence required by NASDAQ. Based on a review of a director's professional and personal affiliations, the board will determine if each, except officers such as a president and chief executive officer or other officers, is an independent director, as defined in the applicable rules for NAS-DAQ listed companies and the additional standards set forth in the NASDAQ Company Corporate Governance Guidelines. 52 
IV. THE FINANCIAL EXPERT
Whether any particular individual qualifies as a financial expert will require a factual determination by the board based on the person's education, training, and actual relevant experience with respect to the criteria set forth by the SEC. 55
A. SEC Regulations and Definitions
The board of directors must determine whether any given director meets the qualification guidelines as an ACFE as such term is defined SOX fails to explicitly specify who at the company should determine whether a particular individual meets qualification standards as a financial expert. However, the SEC states, "We believe that the board of directors in its entirety, as the most broad-based body within the company, is best-equipped to make the determination. We think that it is appropriate that any such determination will be subject to relevant state law principles such as the business judgment rule." 5 7 Accordingly, an ACFE is defined as a person who has the following attributes:
(1) An understanding of [GAAP] and financial statements; (2) Experience applying [GAAP] in connection with the accounting for estimates, accruals, and reserves that are generally comparable to the estimates, accruals and reserves, if any, used in the registrant's financial statements; (3) Experience preparing or auditing financial statements that present accounting issues that are generally comparable to those raised by the registrant's financial statements; (4) Experience with internal controls and procedures for financial reporting; and (5) An understanding of audit committee functions.
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The SEC initially requires that "an individual will have to possess all of the attributes listed in the above definition to qualify as an [ACFE]."59 Following numerous industry practitioner comments, the SEC decided to eliminate "the proposed requirement that a person's experience applying [GAAP] in connection with accounting for estimates, accruals and reserves be 'generally comparable' to the estimates, accruals and reserves used in the registrant's financial statements." 60 Under the final rules, the SEC states:
[A] person must have acquired such attributes through any one or more of the following:
(1) Education and experience as a principal financial officer, principal accounting officer, controller, public accountant or auditor or experience in one or more positions that involve the performance of similar functions; 
Id.
(2) Experience actively supervising a principal financial officer, principal accounting officer, controller, public accountant, auditor or person performing similar functions; (3) Experience overseeing or assessing the performance of companies or public accountants with respect to the preparation, auditing or evaluation of financial statements; or (4) Other relevant experience. 6 1
B. Integrity
As is the case for audit committee members and company directors generally, no other factor is as determinative to the likelihood of board governance success as the presence of a director's personal integrity. The SEC addressed this issue:
The fact that a person previously has served on an audit committee does not, by itself, justify the board of directors in "grandfathering" that person as an 
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Veteran audit committee chairman Philip McCormick states, "I've always believed that personal integrity is the most valuable asset I have-I'm going to do the right thing; my personal integrity is not for sale. Experience has taught me that many human relations issues are wrapped up in integrity and it's a complex subject." 63 McCormick continues, "The audit trail for assessing integrity includes looking at a person's work history, examining their prior business associations [and] failed businesses, and any prior questionable financial reporting by any business where he or she has been associated." 
C. Company-and Industry-Specific Knowledge
Certain industries present unusually complex accounting and valuation challenges that require an enhanced understanding of and experience with accounting theory and audit practice. 65 In particular, the insurance, energy, and banking industries come to mind as useful examples of where specialized expertise and experience with complex, technical audit issues may prove helpful.
Insurance
An audit committee chairman, i.e. a financial expert, of an insurance company will need to be familiar with and have experience understanding the various nuances of insurance accounting concepts such as (1) accounting for cessions, (2) claims incurred, (3) earned premiums, (4) investment accounting, (5) loss ratios, (6) outstanding claims, (7) policy acquisition costs, (8) reinsurance treaties, (9) riskbased capital, (10) solvency margin, and (11) provision for unearned premiums. The methods for calculating these may seem a mystery to the inexperienced. 
Energy: Exploration and Production
An energy exploration and production audit committee chairman will need to be familiar with petroleum reservoir dynamics, the concept of expected production decline curves for a given formation, and all those myriad factors that comprise elements of valuation in the petroleum industry. A vivid example of why this is important may be found in the case of one of the world's largest energy companies by any measure, Royal Dutch Shell. On January 9, 2004, Shell "announced that it would have to reduce its 'proved' oil and gas reserves by 3.9 billion barrels, from 19.5 billion barrels down to 15.6 billion 
Banking
Professor Hu uses the April-May 2012 example of JPMorgan Chase's derivative problem to vividly illustrate how financial misunderstandings require, or may defy, sophisticated knowledge and audit committee leadership and expertise. Accordingly, "[s]tructural factors could cause even the most sophisticated of financial institutions to truly misunderstand or functionally misunderstand the complex financial innovations in which they were involved." 74 JPM is among the most sophisticated financial institutions in the world. In September 2008, at the height of the [global financial crisis], Fortune Magazine celebrated JPM's commanding position as last bank standing and emphasized how Dimon and his trusted team of talented lieutenants shared a zeal for sifting piles of data to spot trouble before it happens and vigilantly control risk, even when that means sacrificing growth and losing market share to rivals. Dimon and JPM were so respected that they were at the vanguard of the financial services industry to fend off the impact of Dodd-Frank. JPM appears to have suffered from both true misunderstandings and functional misunderstandings of the objective reality of the derivatives activities it was engaged in.
In terms of true misunderstandings, as a purely technical matter, JPM was mistaken as to at least three issues: first, the core model that JPM used in measuring risk exposures; second, the general methodology for gauging possible risk exposures; and third, its hedging strategy and the portfolio associated with that strategy. 75 IS-91-33, 1992) , available at http://archive.nyu.edu/ bitstreami/2451/14391/1/IS-91-33.pdf (observing that problems in finance, particularly those involving risk assessment and management, have been slow to yield to expert technology because the knowledge involved, such as that about financial instruments, is constantly changing, making it difficult to keep a rules base accurate).
71.
D. Safe Harbor Provisions
A threshold question surrounding designation as an ACFE is whether such designation will increase "or decrease his or her duties, obligations or potential liability as an audit committee member." 7 6
While a few commentators to the proposed rule "recommended a formal safe harbor from liability for [ACFEs] ," the SEC in its final rule noted, "Unlike the provisions of the Act that impose substantive requirements, 77 the requirements contemplated by Section 407 are entirely disclosure-based."
78 Moreover, "We find no support in [SOX] or in related legislative history that Congress intended to change the duties, obligations or liability of any audit committee member, including the [ACFE], through this provision."
79 In addition, the SEC states in its final rule:
In the proposing release, we stated that we did not believe that the mere designation of the [ACFE] would impose a higher degree of individual responsibility or obligation on that person. Nor did we intend for the designation to decrease the duties and obligations of other audit committee members or the board of directors.
We continue to believe that it would adversely affect the operation of the audit committee and its vital role in our financial reporting and public disclosure system, and systems of corporate governance more generally, if courts were to conclude that the designation and public identification of an [ACFE] affected such person's duties, obligations or liability as an audit committee member or board member. We find that it would be adverse to the interests of investors and to the operation of markets and therefore would not be in the public interest, if the designation and identification affected the duties, obligations or liabilities to which any member of the company's audit committee or board is subject. To codify this position, we are including a safe harbor in the new audit committee disclosure item to clarify that: * A person who is determined to be an [ACFE] will not be deemed an "expert" for any purpose, including without limitation for purposes of Section 11 of the Securities Act, as a result of being designated or identified as an [ACFE] pursuant to the new disclosure item; 77. Id. "For example, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires the Commission to direct the selfregulatory organizations by rule to mandate the independence of all audit committee members of companies listed on national securities exchanges and associations. As another example, Section 402 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act prohibits certain loans made by companies to their directors and executive officers." Id. at 5,116 n.34 (citation omitted). In adopting this safe harbor, we wish to emphasize that all directors bear significant responsibility. State law generally imposes a fiduciary duty upon directors to protect the interests of a company's shareholders. This duty requires a director to inform himself or herself of relevant facts and to use a "critical eye" in assessing information prior to acting on a matter. [SOX] , they were met with significant opposition," says Dennis Beresford. 82 As the SEC sought comments to its proposed disclosures required by sections 406 and 407 of SOX, the SEC noted that many comments received criticized specific provisions of the proposed financial expert definition as being too narrow. In particular, many commenters asserted that the SEC's proposed requirement that an expert have direct experience preparing or auditing financial statements was greatly, and needlessly, restrictive. Other commenters were concerned that the requirement that a person has had experience with financial statements presenting issues generally comparable to those raised by the company's financial statements might have anti-competitive effects if the SEC interpreted this requirement to mean that a financial expert would need previous experience with financial statements of other companies in the same industry.
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B. The Accounting and Auditing Supervision Controversy
Item (iii) of the proposed rule specified that the financial expert must have "experience preparing or auditing financial statements that present accounting issues that are generally comparable to those raised by the registrant's financial statements."8 "The result was very watered down final rules that allow individuals who served in senior executive positions to qualify even when they have very little actual accounting or auditing experience," says Beresford. 8 5 "I've long been an advocate of strengthening the [ACFE] requirements because I think they don't provide for sufficient understanding of accounting and auditing matters in many cases," observes Beresford, who also serves on the board of directors of the National Association of Corporate Directors and is a member of the PCAOB's Standing Advisory Group.
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In particular, I'm concerned that the rules allow former CEOs and others who have supervised finance functions but not performed them themselves to qualify as ACFEs. While some of these individuals are outstanding audit committee members, others simply don't speak GAAP and GAAS sufficiently to understand the nuances of complex and sophisticated accounting, auditing, internal controls, SEC regulations, etc. to be fully effective audit committee members, let alone experts. [Vol. 11:205 auditor, undertaking the ACFE responsibilities, must keep up with new pronouncements and other unfolding developments to maintain relevancy." 89 The majority of those commenting who thought that the proposed definition of financial expert was too restrictive focused on this attribute. The SEC was convinced by the weight of the comments that the proposed requirement that an expert have direct experience preparing or auditing financial statements could impose an undue burden on some companies, especially smaller companies that desire to have an ACFE.
VI. WHAT ABOUT INVESTMENT BANKERS, VENTURE CAPITALISTS, AND PROFESSIONAL FINANCIAL ANALYSTS?
May investment bankers, venture capitalists, and professional financial analysts qualify as ACFEs? The SEC was persuaded by commenters' arguments that persons who have experience performing indepth analysis and evaluation of financial statements should not be precluded from being able to qualify as ACFEs if they possess the other four necessary attributes of an expert. 9 0 The SEC, therefore, "broadened this attribute by requiring an [ACFE] to have experience preparing, auditing, analyzing or evaluating financial statements." 9 1
The SEC believes that its "revisions properly capture the clear intent of the statute that an [ACFE] must have experience actually working directly and closely with financial statements in a way that provides familiarity with the contents of financial statements and the processes behind them."
92 The SEC also states:
We also believe that our revisions appropriately broaden the group of persons who are eligible to be [ACFEs] . We recognize that many people actively engaged in industries such as investment banking and venture capital investment have had significant direct and close exposure to, and experience with, financial statements and related processes. Similarly, professional financial analysts closely scrutinize financial statements on a regular basis. Indeed, all of these types of individuals often hold positions that require them to inspect financial statements with a healthy dose of skepticism. They therefore The new disclosure items effective March 31, 2003, "affect issuers that are small entities." 94 Accordingly:
Exchange Act Rule 0-10(a) defines an issuer, other than an investment company, to be a "small business" or "small organization" if it had total assets of $5 million or less on the last day of its most recent fiscal year. We estimate that there are approximately 2,500 issuers, other than investment companies, that may be considered small entities. The new disclosure items apply to any small entity that is subject to Exchange Act reporting requirements. 95 Recognizing that smaller companies have fewer resources available to devote to cost effective regulatory compliance, the SEC has convened its Forum on Small Business Capital Formation annually since 1982.96 In his opening remarks to the 2010 Forum, SEC Commissioner Troy A. Paredes observes:
Smaller companies also face distinct challenges and hurdles, some of which are rooted in regulatory requirements that can unduly burden small business. The out-of-pocket financial cost of complying with regulatory obligations can be difficult to bear. In addition, regulatory compliance requires a commitment of time and effort that otherwise could be dedicated to running the business; smaller enterprises may not have excess human resources to distract from day-today operations. Put simply, the disproportionate strain of regulation on small business can create a barrier to entry or expansion. It is important to keep this in mind during our rulemaking because more established firms might not resist regulatory demands that they can bear but that the larger firms' smaller competitors cannot similarly shoulder .... The practical challenge for securities regulators is to strike a balance that avoids unduly stifling the formation and fostering of new and smaller businesses. Drawing appropriate regulatory distinctions-such as between smaller and larger firms-and scaling regu- 
A. Best Practice
It may take a highly skilled and experienced financial expert several accounting cycles-several years-to become familiar with companyspecific issues relevant to audit committee oversight. The Business Roundtable, in its most recently published Principles of Corporate Governance, highlights the need for thoughtful attention to planning for needed backgrounds and experience in board composition. Accordingly, in its discussion of "How the Board Performs Its Oversight Function," the Business Roundtable observed:
As part of the ongoing assessment of board composition, the board should plan ahead for the nomination of new directors by engaging in succession planning. The board should conduct a forward-looking assessment to identify qualifications and attributes that the board may find valuable in the future based on the corporation's strategic plans, anticipated director retirements and evolving best practices in the corporation's industry. The board also should plan ahead for director departures, considering whether it is appropriate to establish or maintain procedures for the retirement or replacement of board members, such as a mandatory retirement age or term limits. 98 
B. Who Will Govern Information Technology?
Few operational areas that may fall under the responsibility of the audit committee present as much inherent risk or prove as difficult to govern as IT. Trautman and Altenbaumer-Price have observed:
* IT failures include loss of sensitive and private customer information; loss of sensitive product or financial data of the corporation; virus attacks by hackers on the company's computer systems and those of its customers or vendors; business interruption losses due to IT downtime; as well as theft and use of client credit card data. * The average loss from a corporate security breach is $234,000. * When public companies announce a breach, it typically causes a five percent drop in share price.
Id. at 11-12.
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* A number of cybersecurity bills have been introduced in Congress. * At least half of data breaches or losses are believed to be caused by a lack of internal controls and process-not hackers or viruses. ... Boards and executive management need to extend governance, already exercised over the enterprise, to IT by way of an effective IT governance framework. This framework should address strategic alignment, performance measurement, risk management, value delivery, and resource management. IT governance is an integral part of enterprise governance and consists of the leadership and organizational structures and processes that ensure that the organization's IT sustains and extends the organization's strategies and objectives. Simply put, IT governance and the effective application of an IT governance framework are the responsibilities of the board of directors and executive management. 99 Trautman and Altenbaumer-Price contend that responsible best practice "will dictate that an audit committee include IT expertise and be composed of a qualified vice chairman, familiar with the company's particular audit issues by virtue of experience gained from audit committee service. This will help provide an instant replacement for the committee chair should unexpected developments require." 100 In addition, Trautman and Altenbaumer-Price recommend that every board should attempt to have at least two qualified financial experts on their audit committee and "seek IT expertise and experience in director recruitment to help avoid and address the costly private and regulatory lawsuits related to cyber issues." 10 '
C. Optimizing the Financial Expert Search
Board composition and the dynamics of small group decision making play a major role in the effectiveness of any committee. Professor Seletha R. Butler observes that "[a] key challenge for board composition is building a group that can work cohesively, offer constructive dissent, leverage each member's experience to better understand tough issues, ask thought-provoking questions, demand pertinent information, and make the best informed decisions, while consistently adding value." 102 Great functioning boards reflect more than just [Vol. 11:205 technical skills; diversity of thought and personal experiences are required, along with the ability to respect and work well with others. "One-third of our board searches are for [ACFEs] ," says Theodore L. Dysart, Vice Chairman of Heidrick & Struggles, a Chicago-based executive search firm. 10 3 "Those who technically qualify are relatively easy to find-every public company CEO; retired major accounting firm senior executives; and most chief financial officers and controllers meet the technical requirements."104 He continues:
The challenge is to find those qualified candidates who will make a great board member; those with industry experience at the proper level and also bring the right perspective, stature and presenceand will be able to meaningfully contribute to the future strategy of the enterprise. Following [SOX], best practice seems to call for the new financial expert director to serve on the audit committee for a year or two in order to provide for orderly succession planning
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IX. CONCLUSION
During recent years, heightened standards for board audit committee membership have been imposed by the SEC, NYSE, and others.
SOX requires that the audit committee be comprised solely of independent directors and that the company disclose whether at least one of the members of the audit committee is a financial expert and if not, why not. An ACFE is defined as a person who has the following attributes: (1) an understanding of GAAP and financial statements; (2) the ability to assess the general application of GAAP in connection with the accounting for estimates, accruals, and reserves; (3) the experience preparing, auditing, analyzing or evaluating financial statements that present a breadth and level of complexity of accounting issues that are generally comparable to the breadth and complexity of issues that can reasonably be expected to be raised by the registrant's financial statements, or experience actively supervising one or more persons engaged in such activities; (4) an understanding of internal controls and procedures for financial reporting; and (5) an understanding of audit committee functions.
Many seasoned audit committee chairmen hold the view that ACFEs should be experienced in performing financial accounting functions themselves rather than simply have supervisory experience over the function. Indicative of this view is that if accounting is the lan- guage of business, an ACFE needs to fluently "speak GAAP and GAAS" 1 0 to understand the nuances of sophisticated and complex accounting, auditing, internal controls, and SEC regulations. Determining who qualifies as a financial expert is a fact-dependent, practical question that must be answered by every board, governance and nominating committee, and audit committee member.
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